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Kolme tuntia pimeässä
Three hours in the dark (by Tuuli Penttinen-Lampisuo)
Stepping into Pori Art Museum’s Nietzsche Was a Man exhibition feels like putting
on a traditional islamic chador. Black chador covers its user from head to toe. The whole room is
painted black. Twenty videos are on display and it takes almost three hours to watch all of them. It
feels awkward in the dark from time to time but it’s nothing compared to the idea of spending your
whole life under a veil.
In Farideh Shahsavarani’s (b. 1955) Circulus Vitiosus a veiled woman is building
walls around herself. This image summarizes the whole exhibition. Categorizing people leads only
to nearsightedness that in the worst case can be manifested as a social norm.
The exhibition isn’t about a certain nationality or any other single thing, curator
Alysse Stepanian (b. 1961) declares in the excellent exhibition catalog. It’s about “everything that
pertains to awareness, justice, human consciousness and compassion”.
In Nooshin Naficy’s (b. 1959) work people carry poles that are decorated with simple
bird ornaments. The video is filmed at a river that once was a significant water system for birds. By
the river Kokemäenjoki everyone can understand the global worry this silent procession is carrying.
The most visually strong work in the exhibition is Fereshteh Alamshah’s (b. 1977)
Tree Spirit in which people, plastic and trees are intertwined with each other. The video is scary in
the manner of Francisco de Goya’s (1748-1828) graphics, that portrait emotion over expression.
A woman’s face is flickering on the wall changing outfits, makeup and hair. Haleh
Jamali (b. 1980) addresses immigrant’s identity but like Jamali, many Finnish artists have studied
themselves and the emphasis society puts on outer appearance. You can see in the exhibition how
some forms of video art begin to repeat and transform into genres, regardless of whether the artists
are aware of each other’s work or not.
It’s not surprising, that many of the works deal with fear and nightmares. They show
women crying, almost like reaching out from the bottom of a well and digging crave. Episodes are
shows for the camera. Painful subjects are shown from a distance, violence is not an issue.
Everyday realism that is typical for video art is missing completely. Perhaps it is
because the artists have had to leave their country. Many of them live the life of an international
contemporary artist in Europe or in the USA. Iran lives more inside them than outside.
Curator Stepanian’s meritorious catalog can be considered the 21st work of the
exhibition. It ranges from the questions of humanity to submitting and categorizing animals. The
text feels at some point over interpretational behind which the works position. That way the curator
uses her power and makes it visible but also gives a reading experience, which expands our thinking
way past the black veil.

